BACKGROUND
We all know that people are moving a lot across Europe nowadays – to
work, to learn, or just to visit other places. Such mix of different nations
and languages can be seen in many cities scattered across our hometowns.
When a foreigner is not able to order a dinner in a local restaurant, or ask
for directions - it is often an unpleasant experience, but without danger
consequences. On the other hand, when a foreigner is being hurt and
suffers from pain, then it is the role of paramedics to appear on the scene as
quickly as possible and handle the communication with victims involved in
a proper way.

The testing version of the learning
environment will be launched in
summer 2015

ABOUT MEDILINGUA
Medilingua project is going to address this very crucial aspect of
communication between a paramedic and the patient, by delivering
a complete working environment focused on learning medical English.
Specially designed courses will contain a number of podcasts to make the
learning process simpler and more entertaining, and will be divided into five
areas, each of them referring to specific group of patients: adults, children,
infants, pregnant women, elderly people.

COOPERATE WITH OTHERS
Apart from the language courses all paramedics
will be invited to exchange their knowledge, ideas
and other information with their colleagues
working in other countries. They will be also able
to upload their own podcasts, for the benefit of
all paramedics using the Medilingua learning
environment.

WEB: http://www.e-medilingua.eu
FACEBOOK: http://www.facebook.com/medilingua
TWITTER: http://twitter.com/Medilingua1
TUMBLR: http://medilingua.tumblr.com

Do not hesitate to contact us if you
need more specific information, or
would like to cooperate with us !
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Are you
a paramedic?
Would you like to :
Communicate easily with patients from
other countries
Exchange knowledge
with paramedics living abroad
Improve your vocational skills

